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GM Group

Easter started very late for our beloved Fagernes tournament this demanding year. Late afternoon
October 4 this six months postponed tournament finally could start up, with just above 100 players
in total. After several invited foreign Grandmasters were unable to arrive Norway due to travel
restrictions, the organizers are very well satisfied to find six GMs, seven IMs and one WGM among
46 players in the top group. The tournament obviously is not as strong as the 2019 tournament,
but for the second half of 2020 it will almost certainly be the strongest open played in any Nordic
country!
All participants were eager to play chess over the board again and helpfully following the Corona
Protection regulations. Although many of the players felt rusty, the generous time limits (100
minutes for 40 moves followed by 40 minutes for the rest – with a 30 seconds increment from
move 1!) proved helpful to avoid incidents. As usual the Swiss seeding of the first round was a hard
shave, but although most top rated players won in the end we had a small handful of surprises in
the GM group – and several true sensations in the Open group.

Top rated GM Evgeny Postny (2603) of Israel
had not only the longest travel from his
home country to Norway, but also the
longest period to wait at Fagernes before
starting his first round game.
Stranded in Croatia two weeks before this
tournament and realizing there was no hope
Croatia would become a yellow country
before the Fagernes tournament, Postny in
a chat with the organizer joked that he
would be willing to take a ten days
quarantine if only someone in Norway would
Shehzad vs Postny
be willing to cover his hotel and meals. Having had to cancel several other foreign GMs due to travel
restrictions and realizing it could worst case be hard to get in any foreign GMs at all, the organizer
immediately accepted the offer.
Having spent ten days in a quarantine at the Fagernes hotel before his competitiors arrived, Postny
should be not only the highest rated player of this tournament but also the best prepared.
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Finally starting his tournament as black against the very talented 14 year old Shazil Shehzad (2188),
Postny produced a patient working-day win as black. Shehzad as white in a Caro-Kann opening first
had a small space advantage, but the 2600-player gradually improved his position into a better
endgame with queen, knight and seven pawns against queen, bishop and seven pawns – which he
went on to win all the more creatively by marching his king from g8 to d2.

Agdestein vs Törngren

The organizer is thankful of course to Postny for
his patient quarantine, and also thankful to
legendary Norwegian GM Simen Agdestein (2552)
for accepting to join the tournament on a short
notice when two more foreign GMs had to cancel
a few days before round one.
Facing his Swedish NTG pupil Gustav Törngren
(2185) in the first round, Agdestein made a violent
start with the white pieces and won within 22
moves. Black´s Owen opening became too
experimental as white before move 10
established a promising space advantage,
and as black in desperation weakened his kingside
with h5 and g5, white soon had a winning attack.

Third board on the other hand was a tense five-hour battle in which 12 year old Aksel Bu Kvaløy
(2174) gave GM Frode Urkedal (2549) several nervous moments. Black first was fine from the Spanish
opening and then better in the middle game due, to his three to one queenside majority.
As black played inaccurately white however held a dangerous initiative for some moves before he
went astray with 38.Rd7? and 39.Ra7??, giving black the time needed to reestablish order by
exchanging off all the dangerous rooks to reach a won queen and knight endgame.
GM Normunds Miezis (2485), a popular guest
in Norwegian tournaments for more than 20
years, fortunately was able to return now as
Latvia remained on the list of yellow
countries.
Bringing back his rather dry and slow English
fianchetto opening, Miezis first had a
positional edge as white against 18 year old
Aleksander Fossan (2171) in a very closed
position. When the position finally opened
Fossan first came up with a creative exchange
Miezis vs Fossan
sacrifice and had a promising attack around move 25-30.
The tide however turned in favour of the GM as his opponent after 30 moves regained the exchange
at f4 instead of continuing the attack. Opening the g-file for white´s pieces soon turned out to be
much too high a price for winning back the exchange, and Miezis efficiently went on to win within six
more moves.
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Fifth rated Norwegian GM Benjamin Arvola Notkevich (2482) on the other hand got a very pleasant
ride as black against unpredictable Lars Johan Brodtkorb (2166).
Obviously having the much better knowledge of this 4.f3 Nimzo-Indian opening, Notkevich came
some 50 minutes ahead on the clock with a lasting initiative on the board.
Although queens were exchanged white had ongoing problems with his king on f1, and running
seriously short of time Brodtkorb anyway was about to lose a second pawn when he blundered
something bigger and resigned after 30 moves.
Sixth rated 20 year old IM Johannes Haug
(2481) probably is the main GM norm
candidate in this tournament following his
strong results recently.
Appearently not having got much from a
symmetric Grünfeld Indian exchange line
as white against Pål Røyset (2150),
Haug somehow still proved able to get a
pair of bishops with a lasting pressure from
move 15.
The endgame was painful at best from a
black perspective, and Haug went on to win
two pawns without too many worries.

Haug

Another hot GM norm candidate, 21 year old IM Benjamin Haldorsen (2469), got a much harder test
as black against 15 year old Mathias Unneland (2149).
White in fact kept an initiative from this Modern opening all into the endgame with bishop, knight
and six pawns on each side. After white helpfully exchanged off his best piece, the endgame with
knight and six pawns versus bishop and six pawns still should be a draw. White however now had the
more demanding position to play, and early in the sixth hour black got the help needed to maneuver
around his knight and win white´s queenside pawns.
The young Norwegian GM candidates overall had a promising start as IM Kristian Stuvik Holm (2465)
established an opening pressure and went on to win first one queenside pawns and then one more
queenside pawn in the endgame against Tobias Lang Nilsen (2146).
More firework was seen on the ninth board, although Latvian GM Ilmars Starostits (2464) in his first
Fagernes game won as black in an intensive four hours battle against the probably still underrated
grown-up Sigurd Loe Grøver (2145).
Grøver as white got promising pressure after winning back the key c4 pawn in a greedy Slav line,
but played too loose when sacrificing first a pawn at b2 and then an exchange at a1.
Grøver creatively tried to mess it up by sacrificing a full rook, and reportedly had a perpetual check
within reach with the black king walking around in thin air at c5. Grøver however made the decisive
mistake when allowing his opponent to sacrifice the queen, as the GM despite his airy king had no
problems winning with two rooks and bishop for a queen.
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Elsness vs Bjerke

Aged 47 but still searching for his final GM norm, IM Frode Elsness (2454) today did not get much of a
start capital from his Fianchetto Queen´s Indian line as white against veteran FM Richard Bjerke
(2144). 20.--- dxc3? however was a tactical blunder, as it soon turned out that white could win a
pawn instead of losing a piece. Bjerke in desperation sacrificed an exchange without getting much,
and stopped the clock after 30 moves.
Much less successful was IM Tor Fredrik Kaasen (2386) in his try to win as black against Sigve
Hølleland (2133). Black´s exchange sacrifice in this shaky Benoni position was creative, but although
black got one pawn and a pair of bishops he was happy to reach a drawish endgame with rook,
bishop and four pawns against two rooks and two pawns.
FM Anders Hobber (2386) probably is
the hottest IM candidate of this
tournament, needing only one more
norm and 14 more ELO points.
He got four of ELO points in round one,
winning as expected with the white
pieces against Håkon Bentsen (2120).
The game still was a tense four-hour
battle, as Hobber spoiled a promising
first attack in this London system duel
and gave black´s king a place to hide on
Hobber vs Bentsen
h7 – in front of white´s pawn at h6.
Black probaby should not have taken
the h-pawn later on, but still would have been in the game if he had found a faboulous counterstrike
with 35.--- d4!! - instead of the harakiri 35.--- g5?
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Ukraine-born but Norway-living IM Timofey Galinsky (2370) meanwhile was in deep trouble as black
against Andreas Skotheim (2120), although black first got a fine position from this Pirc opening.
The tide turned as black way too greedily misparked his rook on f3 after 31 moves, and although
white missed a direct capture with 32. Nh2!, he found his way into a probably won rook and bishop
endgame with an extra pawn. The IM however fought on well in the fifth hours, and reactived his
pieces until white after 60 moves accepted a repetition of moves instead of risking a loss.

Vestby-Ellingsen vs Mansoor

A different long story was seen on board 14, where 17 year old IM Mads Vestby-Ellingsen (2362) held
a pressure from the opening into the endgame as white against 16 year old Afras Mansoor (2117).
Mansoor defended stubbornly, and although a pawn down for some three hours in the endgame,
he due to his active pieces and the reduced number of pawns appeared to have the draw under
reasonable control.

The junior duel between Sander Fuglestein (2109) and FM Elham Abdulrauf (2362) started up as a
closed Catalan duel, in which black sacrificed a pawn at b5 with fair compensation due to his pair of
bishops. Black for sure was better with queen, bishop and six pawns against queen, knight and six
pawns, after white returned the pawn to exchange off some more pieces. Probably this still should
have been a draw, but due to black´s active bishop on a d3-outpost, white had a difficult position to
play and black went on to win before 40 moves.
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FM Lucas Ranaldi (2334) and Monika Machlik
(2082) meanwhile discussed an English
opening in which white came far ahead on the
clock, while black around move 15-20
appeared fine on the board.
Having spent too much time even for our
generous time limits, Machlik however
overestimated her position when weakening
the kingside with 29.--- h5? – as the pawn
soon became an attacking target.
Ranaldi in his patient mood efficiently picked
Ranaldi vs M.Machlik
up the pawn and then pushed his own
h-pawn forward to open up black´s kingside.
Within a few moves after the first time control, white demonstrated a winning attack in the
remaining queen and bishop endgame.
Alexander Øye-Strømberg (2048) versus FM Gunnar Lund (2302) was another tense Norwegian junior
duel, in which white first got a promising space advantage from a Pirc opening.
Lund true to his chess philosophy came up with tactical counterplay and creatively sacrificed an
exchange, finally balancing the chances with rook, knight and four pawns versus two rooks and three
pawns in the fourth hour. Having the more demanding position on the board with a few minutes left
on the clock, white still had drawing chances until he blundered when playing 37.Kg1?? instead of
37.Ke1!. Tactically gifted Lund did not hesitate to demonstrate a winning attack within «four moves
and five minutes».
14 year old Estonian Dion Krivenko
(2047) had a road to this tournament
only comparable with GM Evgeny
Postny. Very eager to play a serious
tournament again, young Dion together
with his mother spent almost two weeks
in yellow Helsinki before this
tournament – but then came in trouble
two days before the tournaments as
their flight to Norway on Friday was
cancelled a few hours before Helsinki
would turn red in Norway. Dion and his
Vitenberg vs Krivenko
lawyer mother succeeded to find the only
legal winning plan, travelling from yellow Helsinki to yellow Riga on Friday and then from still yellow
Riga to Oslo on Saturday. Finally having arrived after this exciting travel, Dion went straight to a very
exciting six hours game as black against former Norwegian junior champion FM Noam Vitenberg
(2298). Following a positional King´s Indian duel, white after 25 had established a lasting pressure
due to his passed d5-pawn. Exchanging queens on d6 after 35 moves was a big and probably dubious
time pressure decision from a black point of view, as the remaining rook endgame was difficult at
best. After nearly six hours the game was finally decided in an exciting passed pawn race, in which
white had the extra one tempo needed, and managed to hide his king from the checks with queen
and rook versus queen.
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Simen Sørensen (2047) versus Ludvig Carlsson (2281) was another junior battle and a Meran SemiSlav duel, in which black accepted an isolated pawn at d5 to activate his pieces. He was rewared as
white just before 20 moves blundered a pawn on h2.
Although black had a weak pawn structure his extra pawn and pair of bishops later gave him a clear
advantage. The rook endgame after 35 moves was very difficult at best from a white perspective,
and Carlsson went on to win in convincing style.
In the end black instructively escorted in his two passed kingside pawns with the king while
controlling white´s passed a-pawn from behind with his rook.
16 year old FM Jens Evang Ingebretsen (2220) looked impressive when winning the Kragerø weekend
tournament a few weeks ago, and made a convincing start at Fagernes as he won with the white
pieces against 13 year old Sergey Eliseev (2025). White established a positional e-file pressure from
the opening and went on to win a pawn at e7 before 20 moves.
Black appeared close to drawing chances as he succeeded exchanging off white´s passed d-pawn and
reach a rook and opposite coloured bishop endgame just before 40 moves. White however kept his
extra pawn, and having put his two queenside passed pawns into motion he was anyway winning
when black after 49 moves blundered his rook and resigned.

Kvendseth vs Nielsen

Thyra Kvendseth (2017) as white in a closed and positional King´s Indian position first had an edge
against FM Andre Nielsen (2218). Allowing black to play Ng4-Nxe3 however gave up the advantage,
and following too careless play from white her double e-pawns afterwards soon came under
pressure. After winning the pawn on e3 black got a strong dark square domination, which Nielsen
instructively turned into a winning attack before 30 moves.
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Dahl vs Skaslien

Today´s only win from a player on the lower half of the ELO list instead came on board 22, as Ingrid
Skaslien (1976) won a great attacking game as black against FM Trygve Dahl (2211).
Black soon came better following this French defence, as Dahl true to his aggressive style castled long
and went for a too loose kingside attack.
21.--- Qe4? actually was a blunder, allowing white to activate his pieces and bring the offside queen
at h6 into an attack with 22.Ng3!. Missing that chance to turn the tide, Dahl within five moves drifted
into a killing c-file attack. Black´s position anyway was winning when she decided the game with the
nice tactical stroke 30.--- Re1+!. Truly a great start on the WIM-norm hunting for 17 year old Skaslien.
A few hours before round 1 it turned out that 17 year old Sondre Melaa (2210) was unable to play
at least the first two rounds, after which the organizer on a short notice accepted the request to join
the GM group from the ambitious 15 year old Andreas Tenold (1935).
The lowest rated player by some 40 points, unprepared Tenold lost honourably as white against
WGM Olga Dolzhikova (2208) in his first GM group game.
Still black due to her superior pawn strcture was better all the way from this Modern opening,
until white´s two isolated c-pawns was an obvious disadvantage in the rooks and bishop endgame.
White following this anyway was in trouble when he just before the time control lost a pawn to an
unpleasant pin, and Dolzhikova neatly landed the game in a won pawn endgame a few moves later
on.
The GM group continues with the same 46 players for round 2. If it turns out that Melaa can join
from round three, another player will be promoted from the open group to avoid a walk over in the
top group.
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Open Group
The open group on the other hand truly was an open today, despite an ELO-difference of at least 230
points on each board. The very first decided game was a win for the outsider, as young David
Hellesøy (1393) won by mate within «20 moves and 30 minutes» as white against even younger Live
Jørgensen Skigelstrand (1735). Black in this Sicilian game became too eager to punish a probably
dubious b4-gambit, and although winning an exchange before ten moves she later proved unable to
save both the queen stranded at a1 and the king stranded at e8.
Later the nine lowest boards all saw the favourite winning in the end, despite some winning positions
for the outsiders.
In the absence of late arriving Terje Lund (2104), who had a walk over draw, the top boards on the
other hand started up with a sensation on the first board. Second rated Elias Hestvik (1893) as white
against Kristoffer Wang Strømhaug (1654) overlooked a tactical 14.--- Nxf2! and lost heavy material
within five more moves.
Third rated Hallvard Hauge Flatebø (1877) and
fourth rated Misha Galinsky (1876) won in
very convincing style within one more hour.
Another sensation however appeared on the
fourth board as the oldest player of the
tournament, 71 year old Roger Granum (1599),
finished a crushing attacking game by 23. Bg7
mate as white against Sivert Ihlen (1871).
Another low rated player above 50,
Per-Erik Evensen (1418), also won surprisingly
but well deserved in a long generation duel against 15 year old Sigurd Lye (1776).
Ji vs Flatebø

Hellesøy, Granum and Evensen in the end became the only players from the second half to win their
games, although many others had winning positions in an overall entertaining start round.
Colourful Sara Marie Skaug Bjørkly (1439) was one or two pawns up with a won or clearly better
position for some three hours, before she underestimated her opponent’s only remaining pawn and
lost the rook endgame in a hard-fought five-hour battle against Ingvar Gundersen (1781).
13 year old Elma Selvik (1384) was an exchange up and for sure winning as black against Egil
Melkevik (1725), before she messed it up in the endgame. Elma still found the strike in time and
landed in a drawn pawn endgame after five hours.
Amadeus Hestvik Evenshaug (1520) on the other hand succeeded to scrape a draw in an exciting rook
endgame, after defending under pressure for some four hours against highly talented eleven year old
Louis Khoo-Thwe (1835).
With only two draws among 26 games, the open overall had a hard fought and promising first round.
The organizer makes a new Fagernes record by transmitting live all 23 games from the GM group plus
top 15 boards from the open, hence the internet chess crowd has a lot of excitement and
entertainment coming up for the remaining eight rounds!
All photos by Tom Eriksen
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